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Abstract 
A novel classification method based on 2-frequency pol-SAR images is proposed in this paper. The method uses the 
scattering properties varying with the changing of frequencies. The feature variation parameter and feature variation 
plane, which can be used for classification, are defined in this paper. The parameters HΔ  and AΔ are used to construct 
classification plane, which is divided into 9 different areas standing for 9 classes. This classifier is simple both to 
understand and to apply. Moreover, a new unsupervised classifier is developed by combining this method with the 
Wishart iteration modification. The new unsupervised classifier is applied to the measured NSAS/JPL SIR-C data, 
and satisfied result is obtained. As a conclusion, this 2-frequency classification is effective to Pol-SAR images. 
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Introduction 
Terrain classification has been one of the important aspects in the SAR (synthetic aperture radar) image 
application research. It can be used to distinguish different terrain automatically and research the 
scattering echo of imaging scene and analyze terrain properties by extracting terrain feature. Radar’s 
receiving electromagnetic waves are not only related to terrain properties, but also influenced by 
polarization mode and electromagnetic wave’s frequency. The diverse parts of complex target and the 
incident waves with different polarization and wavelength interact with each other, which will make the 
target show different scattering properties. So, compared with the single frequency and single polarized 
SAR, multiple frequency and polarimetric SAR (Pol-SAR) holds more information of targets. With the 
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continuous development of polarization SAR theory and system, it now has emerged a lot of image 
classification theory and methods aiming at multiple frequency and polarimetric SAR, for example, target 
decomposition based on typical scattering mechanism[1,2] and iterative classification based on these 
methods [3,4]. However, the effective multi-frequency, multi-polarization SAR image classification method 
is relatively less. It realizes dual-frequency polarization SAR image classification according to class 
combination which is mainly based upon single frequency data classification. In the paper, we propose a 
classification method aiming at dual-frequency polarimetric SAR image, and its realization is based on the 
distinction of two frequencies polarimetric SAR image’s target characteristics, the classification result of 
measured data show that it is an effective dual-frequency polarmetric SAR image classification method. 
1. Pol-SAR image classification based on Eigenvector-Eigenvalue Decomposition 
The classification based on target coherent matrix decomposition was first proposed by cloude, ect in 
1985. The classification method used target feature parameter to estimate the target’s inner scattering 
mechanism and then we can understand nature medium’s inner physical characteristics. It is a reasonable 
unsupervised classifier. In recently years, this method further development and have board application in 
terrain classification research. 
The target coherent matrix can be denoted as  
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The 3×3 Hermitian matrix T can be diagonalized as follows[5] 
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Where, i is positive eigenvalue of λ T , and 1 2 .  denotes scatter inner freedom degree 
corresponding to scattering mechanism, and its range is 0 ° .The entropy 
3λ λ λ≥ ≥ iα
iα
° ≤ ≤ 90 H , mean alpha angle 
,anisotropy α 12A  and anisotropy 23A  are defined as follows 
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The defined characteristics in formula (3.a)-(3.c) reveal target scattering properties, which can be used 
as the basis of the target classification. The classifiers which are based on characteristics such as H α , 
H Aα  have scored better effect in the Pol-SAR images classification. 
2. The new classification of 2-frequency Pol-SAR images 
Target scattering mechanism will cause different variation tendency and variation quantity according to 
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imaging frequencies variation. To express these variation tendency and quantity, some new parameters are 
defined as follows. 
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Where, 
i i
, iH α， A ( 1,2i = ) respectively denote target entropy, mean alpha angle, anisotropy under 
different imaging frequencies. The formula denotes the target characteristic variation tendency and 
quantity with the change of frequency. They reflect the target scattering mechanism’s differences, so these 
feature variation can be used as new characteristics applied to terrain classification. The relation of these 
characteristics and their respective target scattering mechanisms is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 scattering mechanisms corresponding to targets features variation 
Feature variation >0 <0 
HΔ  Target scattering randomness increases Target scattering certainty increases 
αΔ  Double-bounce scattering component increases surface scattering component increases 
12
AΔ  Polarization degree of echo increases Polarization degree of echo decreases 
23
AΔ  Anisotropy degree increases Anisotropy degree decreases 
Different Pol-SAR image classifier will be constructed with the combination of above parameters. For 
example, If we combine the HΔ and 
12
AΔ , the 12H AΔ Δ classifier will be gotten. As shown in formula (4), 
both the range of HΔ and are between [-1, 1]. We can create new plane and define  
12
AΔ
 
[ ]12,   R H A= Δ Δ                                                                                                                                    (5) 
Where, R indicates the location change of target in the 
12
H A  plane, when frequency varies. The plane 
is divided into 9 areas with different meanings, just as the Fig.1 show. The area 0 is the position where the 
entropy and anisotropy are insensitive to frequency change. 
So, each area in Fig.1 indicates the variation tendency of target entropy and anisotropy along with the 
frequency variation. The distinction of scattering characteristic variation tendency can be used as the basis 
of Pol-SAR image classification. Compared with the single frequency Pol-SAR image classifier, the new 
classifier is no longer static and isolated .However, it use the variation tendency and degree of target 
characteristic along with the frequency variation to make a classification. 
 
 
Fig 1 Segmentation of H 12AΔ − Δ plane 
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The classifier is developed by combining the method with the iterative classification of Wishart 
distribution[6]. It uses iteration modifier to improve the classification effect. 
3. The validation of measured data 
The paper adopts polarimetric SAR data of Tianshan acquired by SIR-C to experimental classification 
effect of the new method. The imaging frequencies of the experimental data are respectively 1.25GHz 
with L-band and 5.3GHz with C-band. HH channel intensity image of experimental data is shown in Fig 
2. it can be shown that the hill, stream and riverbed and so on are contained in the experiment area. 
 
            
Fig 2  HH channel intensity images of experimental data   (Left: L-band; Right: C-band) 
When the imaging frequency changes from C-band to L-band, the corresponding images of the defined 
parameters in the formula (4) is shown in Fig 3. The fake color image can be gotten using , ,
i i
H AαΔ Δ Δ , 
which is shown in fig. 4. 
 
 
 
Fig 3 (a) delta alpha; (b) delta H; (c) delta A12; (d) delta A23 
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Fig 4 Fake color image                                                                                  Fig 5 classification after iteration 
Although the Fig 4 shows the main classes in the image, the boundaries of different classes is not 
obvious and the color continuous change. It is hard to make further quantitative statistics for the 
classification result. We used the proposed 12H AΔ Δ  classification method aimed at dual-frequency Pol-
SAR images classification. On trail, the radius in the area 0 we used is r=0.4.the weight of area 1, 5 and 
the height of area 3, 7 are both 2r . The data in the 12H AΔ Δ  plane is divided into 9 classes (The dividing 
is shown in Fig 1). However, we adopt lines to divide the different classes and the boundaries of the 
classes are determined subjectively, these will cause classification errors. So, we introduce the iteration 
modification of Wishart classifier. The result after 3 iterations is shown in Fig 5. We can see the hill, 
stream and riverbed the main classes. The distribution of same class is continuous, and the boundaries 
between different classes are clear. In the Fig 5, we can see clearly the different terrain distribution, so we 
realize the purpose of Pol-SAR image classification. 
4. Conclusions 
This paper proposed a new classification method applied to 2-frequency Pol-SAR images. It is based 
on the target characteristic changing with frequency variation. Due to the different tendency and degree of 
feature variation, we divide the feature plane (e.g.  
12H AΔ Δ  plane) into different area which respectively 
represent different scattering mechanism. The result of SIR-C measured data indicates that the new 
method can provide effective initial iterative classification and the new unsupervised classification is 
effective. So, it is an effective method of 2-frequency Pol-SAR image classification. 
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